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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey with Arts and Africa which this 
week takes a lool{ at the work of one of the most intriguing characters in 
African literature, Amos Tutuola. Some people would call .Amos Tutuola 
the founder of modern African literature but to others he is an embarrass
ment. In 1952 the British publ1shing company, Faber and Faber, among 
whose directors at that time was the renowned poet, T.S. Elliot, published 
the first contemporary novel from English-speaking Africa, Tutuola 1s: 
"The Palm-Wine Drinkard". The publishers let the book appear just as they 
had received it, :~rammatical faults and all. And its opening remains one 
of the most famous passages in modern African letters. 

T.~E -
EXTRACT FROr·1 "THE PALM-WINE DRINI(ARD". 

ALEX TETTEH-LART~~ 

A work of imaginative fantasy of the highest order or a mere re
working of the Yoruba oral tradition in bad English as others have 
contended? Well that 1 s a debate that continues. What is undoubted is 
the books stature as the first breakthrough of the modern African 
consciousness into contemporary English letters. Though it's stran~to 
note that the book might have gone unnoticed if it had not been for an 
enthusiastic review by another famous British poet, Dylan Thomas after 
,~1ich ·Tutuola was and has remained a literary celebrity. P.is second book, 
"My Life in the Bush of Ghosts" was published in 1954 followed e. year 
later by "Simbi and the Satyr of the Dark Jungle". In 1958 there was 
"The Brave African Huntress", in 1962 there was "Feather Woman of the 
Jungle" and in 1967 11Ajaiyi and his Inherited Property". But from then on 
there was silence, something that puzzled admirers and detractors alike. 
That is until recently for now ,-,re have heard that in the Spring of 1982 
a new novel, "The Witch Herbalist of the Remote Town11 will be published 
again by Faber. Yet Tutuola re;. ains an enigmatic figure and. we were 
the ref ore d,.:ligl-:ted to receive an interview with him by the Nigerian 
critic, Mrs. Nolara Ogundipe Leslie. She began by asking him why there 
has been such a long break. 
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AMOS TUTUOLA 

Oh, I ~~s pressed much by my job. 

MOL.ARA OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

What is this job, if you don't mind me asking? 

AMOS TUTUOLA 

:My job was storekeeping purchasing. 

MOLARA OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

That is part of the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation? 

AMOS TUTUOLA 

Yes. 

MOLARJ~ OGUNDIPE LES:f.,IE 

But you wrote the early novels while you were a storekeeper? 

Ai'VIOS TtITUOLA 

Well I have as much interest in storekeeping as well as in writing. 
I mean I'm not a full-time writer. So I write and then I do a sort of job 
in order to get some income because I don't want to rely on writing alone. 

r-!OLA.."U OGtThTHPE LESLIE 

Would you like _to tell us why you ~Tite? 

A?10S TUTUOLA 

While I was in the school I told a lot of short stories, folklore 
storieso Then when I left school for some years after the war, it came to 
my mind that I should become a writer or I should write some stories of 
my own. 

MOLAR.A OGUNDIPE LESLIE -
"The Witch· Eerbali st of the Remote To\'m 11 , that's your latest novel , _ 

is it like yo .... earlier books or do_ you think it's different'? 
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AMOS TUTUOLA 

Well only readers who are experts in this field can tell, I simply 
take my pen. The materia from which I wrote the thing, it's quite s imple 
even a child knows each one in Nigeria. The tortoise was so greedy. _ When 
his wife did not conceive in time, he went to a witch doctor and the witch 
doctor gave him some soup but the tortoise was so greedy that he ate from 
this soup and then he gave the rest to his wife. And then he conceived 
as well as his wife! . So this was a sort of punishment from the witch 
doctor. 

MOL.Am OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

Yes, you know that is a story we all know in Yorub,; culture, to 
advise children a t:a j_nst greed, to have self control. But since you know 
your ovm books do you think it's different from the kind of books you 
·wrote before? 

AMOS 'J.'UTUOLA 

I can't say, it's just like 11The Palm-Wine Drinkard", he was 
intoxicated to get a child by all means and the Palm-Winde Drinkard was 
to get palm-wine to drinlc ': y all means. 

MOLJ.·: · :. OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

So there i s a parallel there? 

AMOS TUTUOLA 

Yes. 

MOLAR.A OGUNDIPE LESLIE ........................................ _ ....... ,_ 
Now I would like to know what you do now since you're not with the 

NBC any longer. ·what do you do f' or a living? 

Al'-10S TUTUOLA 

Oh, I do farming and baking. I have a baking hots e. 

MOLARA OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

You bake bread? 

AMOS TUTUOLA 

Yes, I do not do it myself but some people I engage do it. 

MOLARA OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

You organise it? 
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AMOS TUTUOLA 

Yes, and I'o proposing now to have a· poultry farm as soon as I can 
get land. That's what I am ·wanting to. do at the moment. 

MOLARA OGUNDlPE LESLIE 

.And after 11 The F.::tch Herbalist" are you thinking of writing another 
novel? 

At'10S TUTUOLA 

Yes, yes not ,just because of money. 

MOLARA OGUNDIPE L;i:SLIE 

Are there any African writers that you especially admire? 

AMOS TUTUOLA 

Chinua Achebe, I have many of h.is ·books on my shelf. I don't have 
those of Cyprian Ek~ensi. I have those of Professor Wole Soyinka. 

MdLARA OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

And what do you think of his ·writing? 

AMOS TUTUOLA 

Oh well, very beautiful. He is very advanced in English, he knows 
English just like his own mother tongue, you see. So I cannot compare 
myself with him. 

MOLARA OGUNDIPE LESLIE 

But there are some people who feeJ. that you are as good as them. 

AMOS TUTUOLA 

Ah well some people say but I don't know these things? 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

/uD.os Tutuola talking there t ·o Nigerian critic Mrs. M9lara Ogundi'pe 
Leslie. And we'll stay with Nigeria for a moment with some Yoruba· music. 
The Igbin drums recorded during the Festival. of Orishanla at Oyo. 

GRAMS 

MUSIC EXTRACT - IGBIN DRUMS. 
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ALEX TETTFJ-I-LARTEY 

. And finally £rom music to poetry we have more information about 
our Poetry Award. As regular listeners will know BBC Arts and Africa is 
o~fering poetry a~~rds of £200, £100 and £50 and major book prizes for 
poems. rn the Enr:;lish language. One of . the judges will be the young 
Malawian poet, Jack Ma.panje whose first collection 110f Chameleons and 
Gods" :.as just been published in the Heinemann African Writers Series. 
He recently spoke to David Sweetman who asked him what sorts of poetry 
he liked or disliked. 

JACK MAPANJE 

Oh there are all sorts of poetry I don't like, but it's difficult 
to say exactly 1".rhat type of poetry I don I t li}~e. I like poetry that has 
feeling in it but even descriptive poetry must be good poetry. The ima.gea, 
landscape must come out vividly for me to like it. 

]?AVID SWEETMAN 

Do you think poetry can be about anything at all? 

JACK MAPANJE 

Yes absolutely. Poetry can be about anything and ought to be 
about anything I thinlt as long as anything is narrowed down to feeling, 
something that you feeJ. strongly about whether it 1 s a pure description 
of a piece of wood or a rock or something of the sort. -The trouble 
~ight ·now is that most of it appears to be, African anyway, political. 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

Do you think it helps people if they 1re learning to write peotry 
to try and use very snrict forms, learning to write using rhyme and 
perhaps writing in certain. . sorts of metre. Do you think the rather old 
fashioned English forms help you to learn your art? 

JACK MAPANJE 

I think they· do,also I understand they are coming ba .. lt into 
fashion now. I th.ink whoever wants to learn to write poetry ought to 
start from something, the tradition. Be it the tradition of using 
English or· some other African tradition. For instance in the African 
oral tr~dition, there is a certain sort of form which can be described 
i.n terms of time rhythms which can be captured through this structure of 
sentences, usin0 1he who', 1who does th;~• and so on which you cAn find 
in all sDrts of oral poetry from Ijala (:p_hcn) '.- .. J' ~.,: .. • · /,:".::·ic:·. t~--

-'.'.. ::;., ·:'::, ·-~•.,•.·, .;n the Cape . ·:. ::._.· , - . :•~ . ":"_ . - . 
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DAVID SWEETMAN 

· Now you I re going to ·be one ' of our judges. ?eople will be sen'.~ing 
· i h all sorts of poetry abou~ all sorts ·of things from all over Africa 
and at the end of the year, three people, that's Denn.is Brutus, yourself 
and Angus Cald.er will . be looking at these poems . What will you be looking 
for whe~ you've got a pile of poems in front of you? What sort• 0£ things 
will you want to see.? 

JACK MAP ANJ""E 

Theme and variety, the type of language, how honest he 1 s trying 
to be, _what he is trying to do . 

GRAMS ' 

MUSIC EXTRACT - IGBIN DRUMS. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Jack Mapanje, one of the judges in .our 1981 Poetry Award. And 
if you'd like more details of that and entry forms, just write to BBC 
Arts a~d Africa Poetry Award, Bush House, London, BBC Arts and Africa 
Poetry Award, Bush House, London. And that I s it from Arts and Afri·ca for 
this week, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye, and leaving you -with 

. a little more· Yoruba traditional music, the Igbin Drums. 

GRAMS 

MUSIC EXTRACT - IGBH! DRilllIS. 


